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3.30. If designated as Green Belt land, NG03 would 

be lower performing against purpose 3 to ‘Assist  

in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment’.   

Whilst surrounded by parcels which are characterised  

by countryside, NG03 has ribbon development  

present at The Ridge.  The parcel would not perform  

against purpose 4 to ‘Preserve the setting and special  

character of historic towns’ as it does not contribute  

to the setting of a Conservation Area.

NG04
3.3.1. NG04 is a large parcel of designated Green 

Space at Nonsuch Park in the north east of the  

borough at its boundary with the London Borough of  

Sutton to the east.  The irregularly shaped parcel is  

formed of a large swathe of partly wooded open  

green land which borders the urban areas of  

Stoneleigh to the north west, Cheam to the east and  

East Ewell to the south.

3.32. The boundaries of parcel NG04 are well defined 

by dense and well-established hedgerows, tree  

lines and groups of trees.  The parcel is also free from  

development and therefore would perform highly  

against purpose 1 ‘To check unrestricted sprawl of  

large built-up areas’ if designated as Green Belt.

3.33. NG04 forms an undeveloped open gap of 

approximately 1.3 kilometres between the urban  

areas of Cheam to the east and Stoneleigh to the  

         west.  Whilst these areas are adjoined in the area to  

the north of NG04, the parcel would, if designated as  

Green Belt land, play a role in preventing the further  

coalescence of these urban areas.  Therefore Parcel     

NG04 would be considered moderately performing  

against purpose 2  

‘to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one  

 another’ if designated as Green Belt land. 

3.34. Parcel NG04 is surrounded by urban development 

on all sides but is relatively substantial in size and free  

from urbanising development within its boundaries.   

By virtue of its designation as Green Space parcel  

NG04 is characterised by countryside and therefore  

would be more moderately performing against  

purpose 3 to ‘Assist in safeguarding the countryside  

from encroachment’ if designated as Green Belt.

3.35. Parcel NG04 would not perform against purpose 4 to  

‘Preserve the setting and special character of historic  

 towns’ as it is not within or on the edge of a  

Conservation Area.

Parcel 
ID

Description Purpose 1 
Score

Purpose 
2 
score

Purpose 
3 
score

Purpose 
4 
score

Overall 
score

NG01 Land to the south of Worple Road east of Chalk Lane 1 1 0 3 5

NG02 Land to the east of Beverley Close 2 3 1 0 6

NG03 Land at The Ridge 1 3 1 0 5

NG04 Land at Nonsuch Park 3 2 2 0 7

Table 3 - Non-designated Green Belt Scoring

Parcel NG04 Land at and adjoining Nonsuch Park


